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Overview of ESSA
 States must have academic standards in ELA, Math and Science; align with
entrance requirements for higher education
 Administer assessments grades 3-8 and once in high school. Science
assessments once in three grade spans: 3-5; 6-9, 10-12
 ELP standards aligned with content standards
 Annual assessment of ELP
 Accountability system with long term goals and annual indicators
 Standardized entrance and exit procedures
 Title I schools in need of “comprehensive support and improvement”
 Direct Student Services (tutoring, credit recovery) and student support and
academic enrichment

States must have academic standards in
ELA, Math and Science; align with entrance
requirements for higher education
Kean University – Spanish speaking
program with ESL classes
Many county colleges use Accuplacer ESL
for placement in their developmental ESL
classes
Seal of Biliteracy

English Language Proficiency Standards
aligned with Content Standards
NJ has adopted the WIDA English
Language Development standards which
address the four domains of listening,
speaking, reading and writing.
WIDA ELD standards address the CCSS
and should be re-aligned with the NJSLS in
a meaningful way

Academic Content Assessment for ELs:
Administer assessments grades 3-8 and once in
high school. Science assessments once in three
grade spans: 3-5; 6-9, 10-12
ESSA notes that:
 States’ reading or language arts, math and science assessments must provide for the
inclusion of ELs, who must be assessed in a
 valid and reliable manner and
 provided appropriate accommodations
 including to the extent practicable, assessments in the language and form most likely to
yield accurate information on what those students know and can do in the content area
assessed
 until they have attained English proficiency as measured through the ELP assessments.
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Considerations
“Our English learners are students who can least afford to waste
valuable class time.” J. Echeverria, SIOP video
 ELs should only be assessed ONCE in high school; based on their English
Language Proficiency level
 Since the majority of ELs are Spanish speakers and many districts administer
bilingual education programs, offer all assessments in Spanish
 Neither option offered by the US Department of Education truly addresses the
nature of ELs.
 Option 1 allows for exemption only of ELA for one year and then students are included
in Accountability (refer to figure 2);
 Option 2 requires newcomers to take the assessment the first year (refer to above
quote and Figure 1).
 Best would be a combination: Year 1: exemption in all assessments; Year 2: baseline
test; Year 3: growth model; Year 4: accountability.
 For year one districts would be required to demonstrate content knowledge through
appropriate locally developed assessments based on entering and emerging
proficiency levels

Considerations:
Accommodations
 Consistent application of accessibility and accommodations
offered in PARCC
Training and guidelines from NJDOE
Technology accessibility for ELs prior to assessment

 ADD:
Read aloud, simplify, repeat, and clarify test instructions in
English. Also, test items may be read aloud and repeated in
English.

Electronic bilingual dictionaries

Accountability system
 In agreement to expanding EL subgroup to include results of ELs who have
exited the program for four years.
 In agreement to disaggregating data on ELs with disabilities and long-term
ELs
 In agreement to include ELs’ progress in achieving English proficiency.
 When developing the interim measures of progress, take into consideration
WIDA findings about the progress made by ELP levels: the lower the
proficiency the faster the progress; the lower the grade level, the faster the
progress. So allow for differentiation of growth measures by ELP and grade
level.
 We are in favor of annual indicators.

Performance Indicators
 Student proficiency on state assessments. NJTESOL/NJBE is In favor of growth
model.
 Request that assessment data be disaggregated by ELP level (Figure2) to better
ascertain how ELs are performing.
 In favor of lower “n” size so that ELs are not discounted in the accountability
system
 For high school, allow for an extended year adjusted cohort graduation,
especially for Students with Interrupted Education (SIFE). Over 4,000
unaccompanied minors have enrolled in NJ schools over the past two years.
 Fifth indicator
 consider using the acquisition of the Seal of Biliteracy for those participating districts
 Recognizing districts which are creating programs that address the specific social,
cultural and emotional needs of ELs, especially SIFE.

High School English Learners:
Issues which impact high school graduation rate
ELs already have the lowest graduation rate in NJ
 Allow ELs to take the PARCC exam when they have sufficient English
proficiency.
 Allow the Accuplacer ESL to be the graduation requirement for ELs
 Continue to provide the portfolio appeals process in English and
native language for ELs of lower proficiency

Standardized Entrance and Exit Procedures
NJTESOL/NJBE is in favor of establishing standardized
entrance and exit procedures
Multiple entrance procedure with standardized home language
survey and assessment aligned with ACCESS 2.0 and WIDA ELD
standards
Multiple exit criteria standardized to include domain scores,
specifically reading and writing domains as well as a minimum
performance level on state assessments.

Title I schools in need of
“comprehensive support and improvement
improvement””
 When schools are identified, the ELP levels of ELs are considered
and appropriate support is offered by experts in the ESL and
bilingual fields.

Direct Student Services and Student Support
and Academic Enrichment
ELs’ needs are considered and addressed. SIFE have
specific needs and require additional student services.

